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Features:
▲Maintenance-free operation

▲ Stable quality and high reliability

▲ Compact design

Applications:
♠ UPS ♠ Fire alarm and security systems

♠ Emergency lighting ♠ DC power supply Auto control system

♠ Solar panel system ♠ Backup power for testing and measuring instruments

♠ Alarm and security system ♠ Electronic apparatus and equipment Communication power supply

♠ Telecommunication system ♠ etc



Maintenances and Attentions:
1.After received product, please checked box damaged or not, if find crack on battery body, contact with us and logistics, it should be caused by boorish

handle during delivery;

2.Don’t pull or shake terminal, otherwise, it may cause terminal loosen;

3.Battery is not allowed close to Tepid source or basked under the sun for a long time;

4.Charge in the obturate container is not allowed;

5.No short circuit. Battery should be stored full of electronic when not in need,and the battery should be charged every three months in order to avoid the

irreversible sulphation. When battery case bursts or electrolyte leaks, battery should be changed lest the acid corrosion.

6.No battery in environment with the acid gas.

7.When battery is used as the backup battery, be careful and check it at regular time to avoid the damage battery. Especially the battery beyond one year

should be checked in time, and change the less capacity and scrapped battery.(some batteries maybe have voltage but no current; some batteries maybe

have current but no voltage; some maybe have both but less capacity:all these conditions cannot meet the work,reach the power-on time. Do not forth small

battery,cause the huge losses )

8.Forbidden put battery in the fire, otherwise it will cause an explosion.

9.When battery cracks or leaks, please use cotton cloth clean it. When skin contacts to the liquid, wash with fresh water immediately. See doctor if serious.



10.No wash on the surface of the battery with the organic solution.
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